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Abstract—Variable speed limit (VSL) is an effective traffic
control method to alleviate congestion and increase safety. This
paper incorporates deep reinforcement learning (DRL) into the
VSL control strategy and proposes a twin delayed deep determin-
istic policy gradient (TD3)-based solution. We set different speed
limits between every lane to control the speed of vehicles entering
the highway merging area, thereby increasing the traffic flow and
improving passing efficiency. The proposed model learns a large
number of discrete actions within continuous actions through
the actor-critic framework, using the reward signal based on the
difference between inflow and outflow to train the agent. We
selected real-world road segments and collected corresponding
data to test the proposed method. The simulation results show
that the VSL control based on TD3 can effectively reduce average
travel time and increase the number of passing vehicles.

Keywords—Deep reinforcement learning, TD3, Variable speed
limit control, Intelligent transportation system

I. INTRODUCTION

Highways are essential parts of the transportation networks.
With the economy’s development, the transportation demand
continues to increase. Especially during holidays, highways
are often plagued with congestion problems. The merging area,
where traffic from various sections converges, is a common
cause of interruptions in the primary traffic flow, leading
to significant congestion. Once congestion occurs, passing
capacity drops sharply, further aggravating the situation [1].
To alleviate highway congestion, developing intelligent trans-
portation systems (ITS) is a practical and effective solution.

Variable speed limit (VSL), as a traffic control technology
of ITS, effectively mitigates congestion in merging areas,
enhancing traffic efficiency. VSL system dynamically detects
traffic flow parameters of vehicles on the road and inputs this
traffic flow information into the controller. After processing
through an algorithm, the system outputs the calculated speed
limit value to the variable message signs. VSL has been proven
to enhance traffic safety [2, 3] and reduce environmental
pollution [4] while simultaneously boosting traffic efficiency.

Traditional VSL strategies include determining the speed
limit value based on traffic state thresholds or feedback
control [5]. Recently, artificial intelligence has played a
more critical role in traffic flow control. Reinforcement
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learning (RL), a branch of machine learning, involving inter-
acting with the environment and receiving feedback, has been
widely applied. The emergence of deep learning significantly
improved RL, and deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has
achieved impressive success in areas like robotics and gaming.
There are many DRL methods, such as deep Q networks
(DQN) [6], Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [7],
Proximal policy optimization (PPO) [8], twin delayed deep
deterministic policy gradient (TD3) [9], etc. DRL also holds
great potential for ITS control tasks. Experimental results
demonstrate that DRL methods outperform traditional model-
driven traffic control methods in traffic signal control, showing
their practical application value [10].

Many scholars have applied RL to VSL [11–14]. In [11],
Q-learning (QL) was applied to VSL and compared with the
feedback strategy. The study found that VSL based on QL
can significantly reduce travel time under different demands.
To represent and explore the large state-action space, the
study [12] applied DQN to VSL, and the results showed that
this method could improve the average travel speed. A VSL
algorithm based on DDPG was proposed in [13] to eliminate
chronic highway bottlenecks. In [14], multi-agent reinforce-
ment learning was applied to VSL. The proposed distributed
QL-VSL method can improve traffic flow by maintaining high
traffic density levels close to critical density on highways. This
paper applies the TD3 algorithm to VSL and proposes a lane-
based VSL algorithm for highway merging areas. Considering
that the discrete action space of lane-based control is too large,
we use continuous action output and map it to a discrete action
space. This algorithm can set corresponding speed limits for
both mainline and ramp according to real-time traffic states
upstream and downstream.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
describes the mechanism of VSL. Section III introduces the
TD3 algorithm and its application in VSL. Section IV presents
the selected traffic scenarios and traffic demands. Section V
analyzes the simulation results. Finally, the main conclusions
are drawn in the last section.
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Abstract—Traffic flow prediction is a crucial application in
traffic guidance and control. Existing approaches rarely consider
the dynamically correlated spatial-temporal features between
multiple road segments. To effectively capture the spatial-
temporal features between multiple road segments, we propose
a novel approach, Spatial-Temporal Correlation Unit (STCU).
STCU utilizes a fast Fourier transform-based autocorrelation
mechanism to extract the correlations between temporal se-
quences, a graph attention mechanism to extract the correlations
between spatial traffic monitors, and a feedforward neural
network to fuse the interacting spatial-temporal correlations. We
construct a traffic flow prediction model with a stacked STCU
module called Sequential STCU (SSTCU). We conduct a lot of
experiments and compared them with the several baselines to
verify the effectiveness of SSTCU. The results show that the
proposed method outperforms the baselines and achieves state-
of-the-art performance. We also conduct ablation experiments
to verify the effectiveness of the STCU module. Moreover, we
change the layer depth of the model to find the most efficient
setting for a computation efficiency consideration.

Keywords—traffic flow prediction, attention mechanism, graph
neural network, spatial-temporal features.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a relief from the rapidly increasing traffic demands,
many countries have begun to develop Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems (ITS) to decrease the risk of potential traffic
jams and accidents and improve traffic efficiency. As a critical
component in ITS, traffic flow prediction can optimize the
traffic schedule beforehand, which is helpful for traffic flow
control, vehicle route planning, and traffic congestion miti-
gation [1]. Therefore, many researchers and data scientists
devote themselves to developing traffic flow prediction sys-
tems. Classical approaches utilize the time series models as
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tools since the temporal profile of traffic flow prediction can
be modeled as a time series problem. For example, machine
learning methods such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) [2]
and K-Nearest Neighbours (KNNs) [3] have also been utilized
for traffic flow prediction of a single road segment. The
time series methods show adequate prediction performance
for a single traffic monitor while losing their efficiency for
a traffic network. Recently, Deep Learning (DL) approaches
have been adopted as effective approaches for traffic flow
prediction. Existing DL approaches can be divided into Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN) based methods and Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) based methods. CNN-based traffic
flow prediction approaches show adequate efficiency [4] due
to the traffic network being geometrically irregular, which
contradicts the regular Euclidean spatial formula in CNN
models. RNN-based traffic flow prediction approaches include
the Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTM) based ap-
proaches [5] and the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) based
approaches [6]. RNN-based approaches are experts at tackling
the temporal sequence analysis and prediction while suffering
from the gradient vanishing problem, especially for long-term
sequences [7]. Especially, Yao et al. [8] used both the CNN and
LSTM models to predict traffic flow; however, the mentioned
problems of the CNN and LSTM models still exist.

Graph Neural Network (GNN) [9] provides another solution
for the problem on traffic flow prediction. GNN is power-
ful in modeling a spatial network with irregular geometric
form [10]. Famous GNN approaches to traffic flow prediction
include Diffusion Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks
(DCRNN) [11], Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Net-
works (STGCN) [12], etc. These models introduce GNN to
model the spatial dependency for the traffic network and utilize
a time series method to model the temporal dependency for
the traffic nodes. However, the utilized graph structure is static
and pre-defined, which restricts the prediction accuracy. Thus,
some researchers utilize the graph attention techniques [13]
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